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This paper is a summary of an interim report on the market for pyrethrum which was 

recently prepared by the Tropical Products Institute. 

INTRODUCTION 

The pyrethrum plant contains in its flowers substances which are poisonous to 

insects.    These substances are known as Pyrethrins.    The moat important commercial 

characteristics of this insecticide axe its ability to produce rapid knockdown, 

its low mammalian toxicity and its lack of persistence.    It also has flushing out 

and repelí ant properties and oan achieve a moderate kill. 

To the le3s developed countries, the value of pyrethrum growing is twofoldi it is a 

foreign exchange earner to the exporting countries of Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, 

Ecuador and New Guinea and, to a lesser extent,  to Peru, Yugoslavia and Bolivia 

and a foreign exchange saver in the other producing countries, Brazil, India 

and Morocco.    It is most important as a foreign exchange earner to Kenya, for 

whoa it represents almost 5% by value of its  total exports. 

In addition pyrethrum is a useful cash crop for the highland areas of the 

less developed oountries where it is grown.    It is expeci ally suitable because 

harvesting is labour-intensive and extends throughout most of the year, and 

beoauae it Jan be grown on smallholdings.      UNIDO have already recognised iti 

possibilities by supporting the emergent industry in Rwanda.    It is possible 

that their investment will not prove fruitful, not because their project is not 

viable in local terms, but beoause teohnical innovations in the developed countries 

may undermine the export markst. 



CIUPi'Eh  I 

SUPPLY 

World py ret brum production has shown an up.vard trend in the decade from 1962 to 

1971,   Although output has viried  considerably from year to year.    Tabif   1  on page ^3 

shows world production between 1962 and   v>¡2 by  „roducin,-; count rica.     Supply has 

constantly been out.   of balance with dtmand,  moving m a repetitive cycle from 

surplus  u.  shortage.     By 1963,   large stocks had  built up in Kenya,   the major 

producir.* country,   mj  production   in 1964  was  cut by half from the  196? level. 

f\irth-T ;/Mir:i  of low output  in Kenya produced  a  world shortage.     Production then 

recovers   in Kenya,   ,t the  lViae time   ,s  it peaked  m otner producing 

countries  and   the cycle Parted  again with a surplus position in 1968.     On this 

occasion,   tho   cuts in production spread world-wide a a export prices were reduced. 

The lo*  ].oint   «as in  1970 when world production was 11780 tons,  a similar figure 

tc the  ¡ov,. roint  in the previous cyclo of I170O tons in 1964.    ün the  current 

upswing,   production in 1972 reached 21930 tons,  which exceeded the previous high 

points  m   1967   and iy6P by 1000 tons. 

Kenya maintained ita position as the leading producer country,  contributing 

ovor 50* of world output in all but three lean years.    Tanzania became the 

oeoond largest  producer during the period under  review, more than doubling its 

output but  prooucing about half the volume of Kenya.    The pyrethrum 

industry in Japan continued  to decline and,   in Ecuador,   initial progress was 

not sustained  in the f,ce of adverse conditions.     Gongst the smaller producers, 

Rwanda staged   a steady recovery after a setback in the early 1960s and  is now the 

third largest  producer.    :'he pyrethrum industry in Zaire appears to have collapsed 

after independence and tho expient of launching a pyret.^a grov,ing industry in 

tho Highly of New Guinea has not been successful for aocml as much as economic 

reasons i* 
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The smallest producers uae most of their production domestically, whereas the 

countries mentioned above export almoat all their production and their output 

reflects, therefore, their contribution to the world export availability. 

The dominance of Kenya in  the world export trade means that any variation in 

Kenya's production affects the world export availability.    This creates unique 

problems and responsibilities for Keny-j.    A surplus or shortfall in its production 

requires a compensatory and opposite movement in its production in the following 

year or years.    It also means that variations in Kenyan production affeots the 

market  for other producers more than variations in their own i-roductior.    In the 

longer term, the growth of pyrethrum production in other countries must be aligned 

to the plans for pyrethrum production in Kenya in order to establish a satisfactory 

balance of supply with demand. 

Prospect s for Supply 

It ID extremely difficult to project forward the pattern of production with any 

confidence,    i'he weather,   as always, is an unpredictable variable and the short 

period of maturation of the pyrethrum plant makes possible rapid and large changes 

in the Bize of production.     The cyclical pattern of production in the past reveals the 

tendency of supply to get  out of step with demand and its sensitivity to resultant 

changes in price.    It is therefore advisable only to indicate possible upper and 

lower limits for production in the future« 

Assi-jing the most favourable demand conditions and the oomplete fulfillment of 

production programmes, the potential produotion in 1975 could be as high as 

29OOO tons, of dried flowers which is made up as follows: 
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Kenya 

Tansania 

branda 

Japan 

New Guinea 

Bouador 

Other oountries 

17500 tone 

6000 tomi 

2500 tone 

700 tons 

300 tona 

1000 tona 

1000 tona 

Total 29000   tona 

On the other hand, in the event of unfavourable market conditions and problema 

in the producing areas,  production could be very much lower.    In the past production 

haa shown a downward potential of almost    50% below its peak,    with the 

largest producers showing even greater reductions in production.    The small 

producers would however be affected by a decline in the world price, which would 

further undermine the export pyrethrum  industries of, in particular, Japan, 

New Guinea and Ecuador, and could lead to their extinction. 

The competitive position of pyrethrum could be improved by reducing the cost« of 

growing and processing.   Kenya is making fíreat efforts in this direction by 

encouraging the planting of high yielding and high Pyrethrins content plants and 

by improving the efficiency of the co-operatives management.   There appears, however, 

to be limits to the progres, that can be made, as planta with a Pyrethrins content 

-bove u% tend to be low yielders.    Any savings in costs, which are gained, may 

b. »ore than offset by increases in the wages of labourera, to which pyrethrum 

growing is extremely vulnerable as it is     labour intenaive.   The industries 

in Ecuador .nd New Guinea have already felt the impact of the increasing cost of 

late withdUastercus results and there are reports that labour in the main 

pyrethrum growing are« in Kenya is becoming scarce and more expensive. 
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Kx porta. 

The major producing countries, with the exception of Japan,  are not significant 

consumers of pyrethrum.    Exports have  therefore followed the general trend r>f 

production.    However,   export level» have not varied quite so sharply as output 

as sales have lagged behind production in years of plenty and the resultant 

surplus stocks have been carried forward to alleviate in part the shortage in years 

of low crops.     It has been the intention of the Pyrethrum Board of Kenya to build 

up a strategic  stock to absorb its own surplus supplies in times of high production 

and to ensure sufficient supplies in times of shortage,  but in recent years there 

has been no surplus  production from which to build a stock.    They are planning 

to divert some of their increasing output in future years into stocks to be held 

in consuming    areas. 

The overall trend in exports over the last deoade has been upwards.    Table III 

overleaf shows total exports from producing countries.    Between 1962 and 1965, 

exports averaged about 6OO tons in terras of 25flb Pyrethrins content extract.    In 

1966,  exports increased by about DO tons and averaged about 780 tons between 

196C and 1968.    In 1969, exports reached 828 tons,  despite reduced production. 

Since 19^9,  the main constraint on the growth of exports has been the shortage 

of supply.    In the 1969/70 crop year,   the Pyrethrum Board of Kenya was able to 

meet only 60C¿ of its buyer's requirements and despite a large  increase in 

production was able  to fulfil only 70% of its sale orders    in 1970/71.    Total 

exports from producing countries fell to 590 tons in 1970,   recovering to 756 tons 

in 1971  as production picked up again.    The 1972 exports figures will show 

further progress towards the 1000 ton nark. 
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TABLE III 

Exports of pvrethrum (in t«ms of 2<ti flYtrflnt.)   f.^ the main 
producing count riea  

Year 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

Souroeî      National ggport Stati gt.in« 

Metric Tons 

564 

620 

594 

643 

743 

799 

789 

828 

590 

756 

An increasing proportion of exports have been in the form of extract instead 

of the traditional form of dried flowers.    This has been made possible by the 

development of extraction capabilities in the producing countries.    Kenya 

entered the 1*0.,» *,  extraction plants, but other producers «ere not well 

equipped with extraction facilities. Tanzania,s first extraotion ^ ^ ^ 

at Arush* in 1962.    Exports of flowers dropped immediately to a low level and 

although they recovered slightly in the mid 1960s they never exceeded 2(# 0f 

tot.l exports in terms of Pyrethrins content.    In Ecuador,  exports of extract 

increased when a second extractionwÄected but it was not until 1966 that 

flowers were replaced as the major form of export.    Today, all the producing 

ocuntries with the possible exceptions of Morocco, Yugoslavia and SoUvia have 

extraotion facilities of some kind. 
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The advantage to the producing country of exporting extract rather than flowers 

is thut  it has a highor value per unit of Pyrethrins,  earning more foreign 

exchange.    It  is also a high value,  small-bulk product, unlike dried flowers, 

and it ia economic to air freight it. 

In Kenya, there has also been a trend towards refining of the extract and grinding 

of the flowers into powder before export.    An increasing proportion of Kenyan 

exports of extract are no longer crude oleo-resin, but partially dewaxed or wholly 

dewaxed or dewaxed and decolourized extract.    At the present time, Kenya is the 

only producing country with refining facilities but a unit  is being built in 

if.vanda. 

PRICING 

Kenya, as the produoer of over half the world's total export availability, 

dominates the supply of pyrethrum to world markets and acts as a price leader. 

Movements in the export prices of pyrethrum have been infrequent and smalli 

Table IV below shows the prices rf pyrethrum flower, powder and extract in the 

USA over the last decade.    The larger/t single price movement was a reduction 

of M# in July 1968.    Since then,  it has been the polioy of the Pyrethrum 

Marketing Board of Kenya to hold the export price despite the severe shortage 

of supply.   The implication of the Pyrethrum Board's policy of not making large or 

frequent price changes is that they consider that demand is fairly inelaatio.    In 

this, they are probably correct, but the result has beer that in years of buaper 

crops,  large stooks have built up. In an attempt to restore the equilibrila 

between supply and demand,  major changes in the volume of production have b<*tn 

induced by fairly large changes in the prices paid to the growers. 
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TABLE IV 

Prices of Fyrethium in th- liai („« -ïïntn |n ,   ^ 

Date of 
change 

in prioe 

Feb 1964 

June 1965 

August  1966 

July 1968 

Feb 1972 

Flowers 
(0.9* 

Pyrethrins) 
Delivered 

O.50 

0.53 

0.57 

O.52 

O.52 

Powder 
(1.356 

Pyrethrins) 
Delivered 

0.71 

0.78 

0.81 

0.75 

0.75 

Extract 
(20* Pyrethrin» 

(dewaxed) 
ex-works 

11.00 

11.00 

11.30 

9.75 

10.00 

SoUroe:    QU»  faint *nd Drugs K^»*.», 
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CHAPrER II 

CONSUMPTION 

IMPORTS 

Three countries have imported between 57 and 72^ of world exports of pyrethrum 

in the last ten years to 1971» They are the United States, the United Kingdom 

and Italy.    Table V below sets out their respective shares of the world market. 

TABLE V 

The Percentages of world exports of pyrethrum shipped to the three leading 

importing countries 

1962    1963    1964   1965    1966    1967    1968   1969    1970    1971 

49 

11 

6 

36 

12 

9 

37 

16 

4 

45 

16 

7 

¥ 
17 

6 

38 

23 

6 

31 

23 

7 

USA OC) 

UK  (%) 

Italy (Jfe) 

Combined 
market share 
of USA, UK 
and Italy (%) 66       57       57       68       72       67       61 

Source: National export statistics of producing countries 

39 

18 

5 

38 

9 

7 

37 

15 

6 

62       54 58 

The USA is the major importer of pyrethrum, accounting for between 3I  and 49# of 

world exports.    In tne last five years,  its share has averaged 37%.    Imports of 

pyrethrum into the UK increased steadily up to 1968, when they reached 23% of 

world exports.    Thereafter imports dipped sharply as a result of the shortage 

of supply, but are now recovering.   Italy is the third largest user of pyrethrum, 

although its imports have averaged only 6% of world exports.   . 

Other countries 

Other European countries account for 6 or 7% of pyrethrum exports, but they also 

receive refined and formulated products from the United Kingdom and re-exports fim Italy. 

The most important direct importer has been Prance, but its imports appear to hav» 

declined over the last two years. 
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South East A«;in io  «.i. As» „ the MJor Mrket  ,or p/rethru^  flMers and po>4er¡   ^^ 

» the w6,.n i„porter> follo(i,d by Japan> ^^ the phiiii|iTOs ^ 

The picture is complicated by the dual   roi* M-  T 
y dual   role oí  Japan as importer of flowers and 

»11 ..„tuie, o, e,trsct and as un exporter of no>ers and ,extracti>     since 

*9. **»» e*pon3 of llo„ers Md  ..^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^     ^ 

value  terms,  howevp-     u„„   • 
'  noweve~>  Japan is a net importer because o-   tho   i ^ * tei  oecause o*   tne  large quantitins of 

»»re it import» for „3e in „squito coil.. 

y .uhi„ the Producine areas or Africa and South ATOrica is st t ^ ^ 
A^nti» i. the ohi, large con3Mer 01.  pyrethrum without  iu om ^^ 

industry. 

The t.o „ost popuiou. .uu. i„ the „rt*. India and  Chi 
"a,  use only small 

quantities of pyrethrum. 

CONSUMPTION TRENDS 

The tnain markets for pyrethrum are in  develop •    • 
in  developed countries in aerosols and fly 

sprays for use in the horn*»      T+ i 
m'    U " eStlmated ^ about 80% of pyrethrun: ±, 

used in this way. 

2 *~* ». o, _sols »1S no doubt respMsible for the 

r Pyrethnm Ín "" -^ - - '«..    - -„t _,,  the sales * ' 
—«-« _60]s htt„e « to le,el  o,  ,. „,.   « ^ ^ indicat 

nuixvet saturation.    Desultori      *u n , inuxcating 
»espite  this,  the  demand for pyr.thrum has increased ve•    ,     , 

over the last  ílve ^    Jn "*-•* vaxy  sharply 
700 total  consumption  of pyrethn r „„. 

to about   ./0Ü0  to.«, or  ari M I   <M levaient 

Paction       , - '   "hÍCh  ~ ab0Ut   *"   *"  — °<   "tul Hioductaon,   ,I;ayei|  by   1V7Ü,   deman, had   ri^er  to    r        • • 
by  1,/i     H }     1 "' tí3tInaí^   -O0Ü0 tons  and, 
"y    '-/l,    W.-i:,    ¿)."Obfa0ly   '¿V-iuU    -.ir. *    *       - 

--   -.    Actúa,    aurrliüs   ir   197C  afd 

—   1,u,0 an,   1B000  ,on,   ,,,poctively.     1B ^^ 

"-  — ana ;;,f,ply Wfcre .te 

Thu.,,    .er.,,,,  h,, lncrea,e„   .        h 
a'-|r0aC':1 '«balance. 
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This increase was related to the restrictions placed on the use  of 

'm organochlorine  insecticides and the resulting need for less pe^istent 

I insecticides  with low mammalian toxicity  tc replace them.    The environmentalists 

campaign against persistent and toxic insecticides was sparked off by 

Rachel Caraon's book "Silent Spring", published in I962, but it was some tire 

before there  was any official  response. 

From 196^ onwards,  increasingly tight  restrictions were introduced in the USA 

and Europe  on the use of organochlorine s in the home:  the use  of dieldrin and 

DDT, amongst  others,  was banned in the home  (and in the garden in the UK) and 

the use of lindane and chlordane in thermal vaporizers    stopped.    DDT and Lindane 

had been used in aerosols and fly spray,  to boost the residual killing power of 

pyrethrum.    When DDT was banned, the usage of pyrethrum was increased as it was 

known by long use to be safe.    The use of lindane and dichlorvos, an organo-phosphate, 

although still permitted, has been discouraged by the general concern over the use 

of toxic and persistent insecticides. 

The substitution effect of pyrethrum for organochlorines and dichlorvos appears to have 

n restricted almost entirely to the traditional areas of pyrethrum usage, although 

the need for less peristent insecticides with a low mammalian toxicity extends 

into the agricultural,  horticultural and forestry fields.    The future grorth  of 

demand for pyreLhrum would appear to depend on its extension into these fields 

as the substitution effect in the home,  which has been operative over the last few 

years, must shortly work itself out. 

The use of pyrethrum outside the home is presently very small.    Pyrethrum sprays 

and powders are used in the domestic garden on ornamental shrubs and against 

insects or. fruit and vegetables.    In horticulture, they may be used to clean up 

a crop, that is  to remove insects,  immediately before it is harvested and marketed. 

tor this, pyrethrum is ideal as it has a wide spectrum of activity and it degrades 

m sunlight with one or two hours of application.    It is, however,  this lack of 
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persistence, which prevents its wider use.    To afford a crop continuous protection 

with pyrethruiu,  repeated applications are necessary, which is not economic with 

such a high price commodity.    Instead, organophosphorous insecticides or carbamates 

are used as general purposes insecticides in agriculture as they provide a longer, 

but limited effectiveness,  and are cheaper.    They are also established in the 

stored products field to the almost complete exclusion of pyrethrum. 

The introduction of ultra low volume (ULV)   techniques has been heralded by some 

parties,  notably the Pyrethrum Board of Kenya,  as the vehicle for achieving a 

break-through for pyre thrum into the agricultural,  horticultural and forestry 

fields.    The ULV technique can be applied through either aerial spraying or 

ground-based equipment.    The quantity of insecticide used is greatly reduced: 

in one application on a forest in Minnesota, only 0.1  lb of pyrethrum per acre 

was used.    At these concentrations „yrethrum can be economic,  in certain uses, 

especially where the danger of drift into populated areas makes a safe insecticide 

essential. 

However,   the use of pyrethrum in ULV is still in the experimental stage and its 

lack of persistence is a major problem.    The ULV technique,  itself,  is only 

beginning to be established in the USA and is not widely used elsewhere. 

Another potential growth area for pyrethrum are the less developed countries. 

Their usage of pyrethrum is relatively small at present.    The main outlet is in 

•esquito coils.    Pyrethrum has been shown to be extremely effective against 

»osquitoes:  not only doe. it paralyse and kill, but it also has a repellent effect 

and may inhibit biting.    l„ the home,  there is con.,idorabie scope for increased 

use of pyrethrum based formulations, but while average personal income remains 

so low there is little likelihood of this demand being realized.    In the 

agricultural and health fields,  the less developed countries have moved more 

slowly in restricting the use of organochiorines,  presumably because of the 

latterà•  great effectiveness and economy. 
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ìHAPTER IH 

BYNTHBTIC PYHETHRûIDS 

¡The   Development of Synthetic Pyrethroids 

In these traditional and new usages, pyrethrum now faces the competition of a new 

generation of synthetic pyrethroids. 

Research into  the production of synthetic pyrethroids has found its main incentives 

in the character of the pyrethrum producing industry:   the high cost of pyrethrum 

limits its uses and makes costly investment in the research and development of 

synthetic pyrethroids potentially profitable;   the supply of pyrethrum is uncertain 

from year  to year as a result of erratic and unpredictable variations in the level 

of production and the concentration of production in East Africa and in Kenya, in 

particular,   is a cause of concern to formulators who are placed in a weak 

bargaining position and who fear that political  upheavals in East Africa could cut 

off their main source of supply.    Interest in the pyrethroids has alsu bc¡en stimulated 

by public  concern over the pollution of the environment by persistent and toxic 

insecticides« 

The synthetic pyrethroids which are commercially available at the present  lime, 

fall  inte   one of two categories:  they have either a good kill and a poor knockdown 

or they have a poor kill  and a good kn)ckdown.    These categories represent different 

types of competition for pyrethrum. 

in the 
The Pyrethrins would be classed/second category of good knockdown and poor kill. 

Degree of substitution of synthetics for natural pyrethroid 

The market penetration of the synthetic pyrethroius was greatly assisted by the 

shortage of pyrethrum at a time wh*n the demand for non-toxic,  non-persistent 

insecticides was growing.    Between 1969 and the end ol   1971»  available supply 

of pyrethrut;. was only able to satisfy between 6C and 70$ of demand.    This shortage 

overcame  the normal   reluctance to change,  which is caused as much by inertia as by 

cost  considerations.    Formulators were obliged  to experiment with and to introduce 
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synthetic pyrethroids to ensure the* *h 
ensure that they were not left short of raw materials 

for the growing pyrethroida market. 

In th. l0„e „,, lt is h6li„„d that the shortigi of pyrethrum ^ be ^ ^ 

.«*«,. - «*«* „f th. Mrtet penetration of the synthetic ^ ' 

-«ta th. ultlMt. degre. of jubsmution of wnthetic 

natural Pyrethrin««    fn». <*  • 

Wr.th ,.*   4 " eCOnMi° 4t 0Urr>nt Prl"S * "«-»'-t. -»«»tic ~, ln .... u„„.    3OM forauWa ^ ^ ^ 

z: Tprep,rties°f-eoodwi1 -~--~ with the good knockdown of Pyrethrins     Thi, i 
„,    , «nrins.    This leaves Pyrethrins competing with 
th« 'good knockdown« pvrethro^    • 

wn   pyrethroids to provide the knockdown effect.    These latter 
thetics maybe  marinali,, . 6r ^ 

.cC.pt.u, rt      •~* ,here • united dee• •' *•^ *. .cc.Pt.bl,. but OTer the broad ^ to goo4 kMokao 

to >io -,«_ 6B»  Kyrexnrans are renorf« 
to be more economic at present. P 

Pyrethrins is effective a^in.f -    -j "" ««ainst a wider ran?« «*• -s«—> ^ 

—.o,thM^other_throid.zz: ;:a,ider-"•°f 

•«— count*... but it is to       *" " * *""»' ~~* - '- 
«n« „ «nlikejy to be commercially significant in the mZMrket'ot the •» -—*-. - -ulati„techniquei are 
—..«-. - th. ^tiBe of aero3ol3 tenda to te ^ 

-*» 3hare „ the ^tot> M '^ -1—• 1~* „ave th. 

—.-. ». m b. MplaiMd by he ^;~; ; - —, TOid 

- *~ — a a- t, ttJor proW „ ^ "» — - ~~ 

In th. Une run,  th. «,„, 1>portant co„5id . 

-ariou. Pymhrolds „m be theí r re " *°'~« «- .... „ the 
r relative cost effectiveness      Th* 

of pyrethrum will  be reduced   if competiti•ness x-eauced,  if    as 3eem ii<el       ., 

-~ •• - - - - - - ~:: :::::: : ~ 

°" - - *- -• « - ~ -. ~ture;   ;;;r
M 

«——-, Prlces higl, to _er the   in: ^7.~- 
lnV!--atment in research 
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ad development which can   amount      to      between one and seven million dollars 

lor each new product.    There hav* already been son* small reductions in the prices 

|f the synthetic pyrethroids and the scope for further reductions may be greater. 

In the next two or three years. 

t is difficult to estimate the existing degree of market penetration of the 

[synthetic pyrethroids. because official statistics for the quantities produced 

*• not available.    Such information a. is available indicates current levels of 

¡production as follows: 

Hesmethrin and bioresmethrin (10OJÉ active) 

Bioallethrin (93^ active) 

etramethrin (90¡Jb active) 

•llethrin        (90^ active) 

10 to 20 tons pa 

20 tons pa 

80 tons pa 

100 to 250 tons pa 

te«  To obtain a comparable figure for Pyrethrins it is necessary to work from the 

production of pyretfcrum flowers,  which was in 1972 about 22000 tons.   Assuming 

that these flowers had a Pyrethrins content of 1.2* on average this would give 

a figure for Pyrethrins equivalent to 90* extract of about 300 tons. 

¡The usage of synthetic, is much higher in mosquito coils than in other uses.    It 

li. Probably true that allethrin ia used aainly in .esquito coils1 and that about 

10 per cent of pyrethrum is used in mosquito coils and creams.    The balance of 

the pyrethroids, 270 tons of Pyrethrins and 110 tons of synthetic pyreihroida, 

«ould be used mainly in aerosols and sprays. 

Irne penetration of the synthetic pyrethroids varies not only with end use but also 
v + and South üast Asia 
n»t».n market,.   I„ J.pan/th. M„. t. hlgh>'4ue t0 the quintUy rf lUethrin ^ 

k*uito .oiU. Su^t.» c***u rf Ja]M Bot ^ produoa ^^ but „ a!» tb. 

producer of tetr-thri» under their brand n•, neopynamln.   Sale, of tetrawthri» 
have been „Mll, t0 dat,> „ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^ 

Allethrin has been used in aerosols in the ii<u 4„ „    *•    -. 
aerosoxs in the USA in partxcular by the US armed foroea. 
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the producer» expect to «ake fairly rapid progress.    Sales in Europe «ere reported 

to be , tons in 197O and 5 tons i„ „71  a„d the forecaat for ,m ^ ,$ ^ 

In the USA, mc only received safety clearance in 1972 for their product, 

containing r.s»ethri» and tetramethrin.    Wthrin and biores.ethri» are no. in 

Paction in both the USA and Europe.    Unm of 3ynthetic pyrethroids,   excludin« 
anethrin, i„ ,972 u ..^^ ^ ^  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  ^^ ^ ^ 

estimated ,20 tons of Pyrethrins.   I. Kurope,  the Usage of synthetics is 

Probably hi6her,  around 35 tons spared »ith about 70 tons of Pyrethrins. 

»rowth of „nthetic pyrethroids share of the Mrket „ill „ot be restrained by 

shortage of supplies, indicates „ that pia„ts are .or,lni «ell belo. c.paoity 

.* Present.    It is possible that production could double in the next three year, 

end double aCain «ithin f,ve years, although this ^  ^ in ^ rf ^^ 

efficiency rather than in ter*s of tonnai    « predict that in the USA the 

synthetics «in secure 2SS of the total pyrethroids „ar.et in the next three to 

fl.e years.    !„ five „„..  ti- it see. liKoly that even more „^ ^ 

»ith pyrethroid characteristics «in be available,    intensive research is 

currently bei„e „»der,, en into producir« a pyrethroid insecticide «Uh Sreater 

P-istence,  .hich «ould „a*, it economic   for ^cultural uses.    This »ieht «ell 

P-ent the further development of pyreth• i„to the frin6e a6riouUUral and 

forestry uses, into »hich it is no. „aü„g so»e process. 
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.PTKR IV 

iüNULUSIONS 

Iver the last decade, the demand for pyrethrum has been growing but has been price 

»elastic; on the other hand, supply appears to have been fairly elastic and 

[pyrethrum production has shown a cyclical pattern, while following an upward 

trend over the longor tuna, ^ince 1^70, production has been on the up swing of 

the latest cycle. During this period, supply has fallen short oí ..emand, but by 

th«; end of 1^72, when world production reached 22000 tons of dried flowers, 

supply und demand were approaching a balance. 

There is now a danger that supply will move ahead of demand over the next few 

jyears. It has been estimateti that the maximum world production of pyrethrum in 

197ÍJ could be as high as 2^,000 tons of dried flowers. To this must be added 

the increase in the production of newer synthetic pyrethroids, which could double 

in production adding 100 tons of active pyrethroids to the total pyrethroids 

market. Allethrin production seems unlikely to grow if pyrethrum is more readily 

available and the newer synthetics are experimented with inanti-mosquito 

formulations. Kven so, to absorb the additional quantities of pyrethroids 

indicated above, demand would have to continue to increase at a similar rate to 

its growth over the last four years. 

It is felt that demand will not maintain this rate. The main spur to the uemand 

for pyrethroids over the last four years has been the restrictions placed on the 

orßanochlorines and DDVP, but the effrct on demand of the substitution of 

pyrethroids for these other insecticiues in the home and garlen must be expected 

to work itself out shortly, if it has not already done so. iHiture growth in 

demand in the developed countries will depend on population growth and an extension 

of pyrethroid usuge into new fields. The most promising appear to be horticulture 

and forestry. Taking a very long term view, the best prospects for increased demand 

may be in the loss developed countries. However, over tho next five years none 

of these factors are expected to have any great iu.pact on demand. 
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In the event ol' an -xcess aUpp]y or pyrethroiu,,, it. .-, ;ia¡i  lively that som« 

pyrethrum would be surplus to requirements .in view of the expectation of a 

substantial substitution of synthetic pyrethroius for pyrethrum.  This trend 

would be intensified by any reduction in the price of thr synthetic pyrethroids. 

On the basis of past experience, a surplus of pyretnru.« results in a sharp fall 

in the prie, paid to the growers and a subsequent reduction in their crops. In 

other words, it triggers off the start of a new prouuetion cycle.  It remains 

to be seen whether the Pyrethrum board of Kenya would üe aole to absorb sufficient 

supplies into their proposed stocKpiles to prevent the mantet becoming depressed. 

To operate such a stocKpiie successfully requires lur.e financial resources. 

Should pyrethrum production ueciine a,,.in, the newer synthetic pyrethroids, which 

can b, manufactures „ore or less to order, would be in a oetter position to 

seize a lar, er snare of the pyrethro.us market than in the ¿ate 1960'a ana 

early ly/o'a, because they will have become setter ,nown ano their production 

will be on a larger and possibly more economic scale. 

The prognostication outlined above represents the most unfavourable course of 

events that could befall the Pyrethrum growing industry. It is quite possible 

that the production of .yrethrum will not increase as rapidly as is possible 

due to problems in prcducin,; are.s ana that the synthetic pyrethroius will not mkB 

such good headway now that „yrethrum is more reaaily available. Both these factors 

would heip to reauce the livelihood of a surplus of p.yrethrun, ana the resultant pre.. 

on prices. It seems to us that the pyrethrum growing industry wcula enjoy « longer 

pcrioo of profitability if they moderated their production aims and simply main- 

Lain the current world prouuetion level.  Howev,r, the balance of ^abilities 

is that ryr„throid production will be in excess of demanu by 1,73 ana that the 

synthetics will make seme process at the Spense of pyr- thrum. The .arket is 

in a state of flux ana it i, for this reason th,t this n.te ,houla be regar,ea as 

sur 
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an interim report.     K*y  is:,ues,   which are yet  to oe resolved, are the ability 

ol' t,yrethi*uin grower.-,   to reduce   their unit costs,   tht   see,,., for  ,irice   reductions 

in   the   :;y ritt .».-tic   pyretriruids ami   the   progress  ol"  research   into now,   mori: 

..! l't.cti v(   and moro  persi:.tent   synthetic   pyrothroias.     The   long term maricet pros- 

pects  for pyrethruw  will   be determined  by  tht  outcome  oí' those issues. 

Developed  countries,  which are   the main waricets  for pyrethruit, might consider 

what assistance they can offer  this industry as  it meets  the challenge of the 

synthetic  pyrethroids.    UNCTAD III  made  some  suggestions,   which are  pertinent 

to  the  plight of pyrethrum.     In resolution No 50 on the  * Competitiveness of 

natural  products,   synthetics and substitutes',  which was adopted without dirent, 

UNCTAD  requested,   ex alia: 

"The developed countries ...  and the appropriate   regional and international 

institution to provide financial and technical assistance  to support: 

(i)   ...   research and development projects of interest  to ueveloping countries 

lor natural  prouuets  facing competition  from synthetics and   substitutes; 

(ii) Trade  promotion and marketing of natural  products by developing 

countries;" 

As  fir as I Know,   pyrethx-um does not x-eceive any promotional or ¡marketing 

assistance on a commodity basis from an international  institution or from 
promotion 

developed countries.     Trade/has  tended  to be cax-rieü out exclusively by the 

Pyrethrum i>oaru of Kenya in conjunction with its distributors.      The most 

valuable form of financial  assistance the UN could offer would be with regard 

to the  sorely needed buffer stocks. 

UNCTAD 111 also 

"Urges countries producing natural materials  thr aten;d by competition from 

synthetics to co-operate for the purpose of: 

a.  Preparing and  implementing long-term strategie.; and  rolateu comprehensive 

programmes of research,   development and  promotion for those  materials,  either 

through existing  international  boni  s or,   if need be,   through  ne* bodies 

which might be established for  this purpose with the assistance,  as neces- 

sary,  of UNCTAb,  l-'Aü,  UNIJO ..." 
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The need  l'or co-operation amongst producers has already been euij.h-.sised in this 

paper.    The mai-net oi" every  exporter oí" pyrethruw is ance ted by the   level of 

production und  pricing policy ol" Ken.yu.     Comprehensive and continuous market 

analysis  i:¡ especially  rioces:.ary   to achieve  the optiwuii. level  oí' world  output 

as the synthetics become more commercial,     rtith regard to  this,  another part of 

the  resolution  is relevant,  UNCTAD 

"Urges all countries concerned to c-ope.rate with UNCTAD, i\.0 and other competent 

international organinations to proviüe relevant information available to them on 

synthetics in order to facilitate study of the  problems facing natural products". 
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